
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Brand Partnership Proposal: Whisky Tasting Experiences at Roof East 
 
Spirited Mixers are a London based collective of bar professionals with over 50 years              
experience in all aspects of the hospitality industry. Our passion for service and drinks have               
seen us cater for A list celebrities, royalty and consult in some of the world's most exclusive                 
resorts, cocktail bars and restaurants. 
  
They've picked up a few awards along the way, including 'UK Bartender of the Year' and                
'World Champion Flair Bartender’. Their numerous media and TV appearances as cocktail            
experts have even got the thumbs up from the Queen. 
  
Their recent work includes the concept and delivery at two of London's most popular rooftop               
bars at Bussey Building in Peckham and Roof East in Stratford, plus two brand new concepts;                
Smokey Joe's Blues Bar and Birdies Crazy Golf Club. 
 
The Whisky Tastings: Following on from their popular summer run of Gin Tastings, the              
sessions will take place in Smokey Joe’s Blues Bar at Roof East, during their winter pop up.                 
The 90 minute sessions will begin with a welcome cocktail, and a tasting of 5 different                
whiskies, exploring the category whilst learning about whisky history and production. We            
expect to see 40-50 guests per week, over the winter run - however any stock not utilised                 
during this season will carried over into future tastings. 
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http://www.spiritedmixers.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWAT40Ra55I&feature=youtu.be


 
 
 
 

 

How We’ll Make It Memorable: Professional presenters, who’ve run tastings for thousands of             
guests will create entertaining experiences for a maximum of 35 guests at a time.  
 
How We’ll Make It Measurable: You’ll get the data (of the guests who supply it on booking)                 
and we’ll be encouraging guests to contact you on social media during tastings with their               
feedback and we’ll support this with posts from Spirited Mixers. We’ll support this with a back                
bar listing at Smokey Joe’s cafe.  
 
The Costs Bit: We require 18 bottles per whisky to cover the initial winter run of events, and                  
our charge is £20+vat per bottle.  
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